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A B S T R A C T

This report describes the development of an inexpensive

oxygen meter for sodium coolant and gives the results of the test

experiments. Calcia Stabilized Zirconia has been found to have

necessary domain boundary characteristics at low temperatures for

use as oxygen sensor in liquid sodium system. It is possible to

obtain acceptable sensor cell resistance at temperatures as low

as 230 C if K, K2O or Na, Na2O is used as reference electrode.

The performance of these ce l l s has been tested in bench top

sodium loops over long periods. Their performance in terms of

cel l-out put variation with change in oxygen concentration in

sodium has been found to be satisfactory. They also have

sufficiently long life times since the kinetics of sodium attack

on the electrolyte is slow at low temperatures.
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INTRODUCTION

Oxygen in sodium coolant enhances the corrosive action

of the liquid metal on reactor structural materials. Phenomena

like activity transport in the primary circuits of fast reactors

are dependent on oxygen concentration in sodium. On the other

hand, lack of sufficient oxygen concentration in sodium will lead

to the reduction of surface oxides on stainless steel and give

rise to tribological problems. Thus i t becomes important to

control and monitor the oxygen concentration in sodium.

Monitoring oxygen will also help to detect steam generator leaks

at the very inception. Electrochemical meters are recognised as

the best means for doing this since they are specific, continuous

and sufficiently sensitive. Meters based on the oxide ion

conducting solid electrolyte Yttria Doped Thoria (YDT) are in an

advanced stage of development and are being increasingly

incorporated in reactor circuits [1], There are many versions of

this meter [2]. They differ in the form of the electrolyte used

(tube, brazed thimble or brazed pellet) and in the reference

electrode employed (air, solid metal/metal oxide, or liquid

metal/metal oxide). Sodium containing dissolved oxygen forms the

test electrode in the electrochemical ce l l . YDT has been

selected as the electrolyte for reasons of compatibility with



sodium and the low Lower Electrolytic Domain Boundary (LEDB) at

the operating temperatures of about 400 C [3]. However, the l i fe

times of these meters remain s t i l l unpredictable. Some of them

f a i l within a few hundred hours and some may work upto 10,000

hours. Their performance i s affected on exposure to sodium

containing high l e v e l s of oxygen (100 ppm), poss ib ly by

intergranular attack and by the formation of ternary oxides [4].

Their cost a lso remains high. Most of these problems can be

traced to the low thermal shock resistance of the e l e c t r o l y t e ,

stringent purity requirements for the e l ec t ro ly t e material and

the special procedures required for fabricating YDT tubes. There

are only a very limited number of suppliers of YDT probes. There

are a lso procurement problems since thorium i s a s t r age t i c

material.

The other well known oxide ion conducting solid electrolyte,

Calcia Stabi l ized Zirconia (CSZ) which was given up by e a r l i e r

workers on the grounds of poor compatibility with sodium and high

LEDB has been reinvest igated in th is work. I t has been shown

that by using a new reference electrode and operating the meter

at a lower temperature, i t i s possible to use th is material in

electrochemical meters for oxygen in sodium. The low cost and

easy avai labi l i ty of CSZ make i t ' s use highly desirable.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The e l ec t rochemica l c e l l in the oxygen meter can be

represented as



[ 0 ] N a / solid electrolyte / Metal, Metal oxide
or

Air, Pt

PO2 PO,
where [O]Na represents the oxygen dissolved in sodium. The EMF

output is related to the oxygen act ivi ty by the equation

= t t (RT/4F) In [ P"O2 / P ' O 2 ]

where t^ is the ionic transport number of the electrolyte , R the

gas constant in Joules , T the operating temperature in°K, F the

Faraday constant in coulombs and E the EMF output in Volts. From

the known oxygen p a r t i a l pressure on the reference side (P o^l^

the oxygen part ia l pressure on the sodium electrode (P o2) can be

calculated. The oxygen concentration in sodium can be worked out

using the /XG° of sodium oxide and s o l u b i l i t y of oxygen in

sodium.

RT In Po2 = 2AĜ  < Na2O > + 2RT In [ CoNa / Co^a ]

Steinmetz, as reported in ref. 1, used CSZ as the electrolyte in

his oxygen meter. He found that the electrolyte was attacked by

sodium at the operating temperature and resulted in impaired

meter performance. More over, the LEDB of CSZ does not cover the

Po2 range of sodium oxide at high temperatures resu l t ing in

E.M.F. out put less than theore t ica l . Operations at high

temperatures (>616K) was neces s i t a t ed because the c e l l

resistances with the conventional reference electrodes are high.

Any lowering of temperature would increase the c e l l resistance

above 10°-n_which is the accepted upper limit [5], Badwal and Co-

workers have shown that at low temperatures i t is the impedance



of the e l e c t r o d e / e l e c t r o l y t e interface which is the main

contributor to the total cell resistance [6]. This is the case

when so l id e lec t rodes l ike platinum (air reference) and

metal/metal oxide composites are used on the reference side. The

contribution of the e lec t rolyte r e s i s t i v i ty as such is not

significant. When gas permeable electrodes in which the oxygen

so lub i l i ty is high are used, the interfacial impedance is low

[7] , This is the type of in ter face present when l iquid

metal/metal oxide slurry is used as the reference electrode. It

may be possible to obtain acceptable cell resistance with these

reference electrodes at very low temperatures provided the oxygen

so lub i l i ty in the liquid metal is sufficiently high and the

liquid metal is sufficiently reactive. Thus, there is a distinct

possibility of operating these c e l l s at low temperatures where

the kinetics of sodium attack will be slow. This would lead to

satisfactory and long term operation of CSZ based meters.

Satisfactory ce l l output of YDT based meters with liquid metal

reference at low temperatures 'nas indeed been observed [8].

But liquid metal/metal oxide reference electrodes can

be used only if the e lec t ro ly te is a pure ionic conductor. If

there is any electronic conductivity due to the LEDB of the

electrolyte being too high, there will be an oxygen leakage from

reference result ing in progressive oxygen depletion, since the

available oxygen is limited. Moreover the presence of electronic

conduction on the test electrode side wil l resul t in slow EMF

development. This is because the EMF developed depends on the

oxygen activity profile in the electrolyte under these conditions

which is diffusion controlled [9]. LEDB data at low temperatures



(r"j240 C) are not available in literature. Fortunately, Patterson

has shown that the electrolytic domain boundaries can be shown in

linear form in the log Poy versus 1/T space [10]. This makes i t

possible to extrapolate the available domain boundary data to low

temperatures where experimental measurements have not been made,

provided the conduction mechanisms remain the same. Patterson

has also shown that the low temperature LEDB data for CSZ as

reported by Schmalzried is the most acceptable [10].

Extrapolation of this data to lower temperatures shows that the

LEDB of CSZ does cover the oxygen pressures corresponding to

sodium/sodium oxide (fig.l.) Thus there is a good poss ib i l i ty

of using CSZ as the e lec t ro ly te in oxygen meter for sodium for

prolonged periods if liquid metal/metal oxide reference is used

and the meter is operated at low temperatures. However,

commercially available CSZ tubes should be qualified before use

as they are likely to have varying amounts of impurities.

EXPERIMENTAL

The construction details of the electrochemical oxygen

meter with CSZ and K, K2O reference electrode are shown in fig.2.

CSZ tubes purchased froni M/s.Zircoa, USA and M/s.Friedrichsfeld,

FRG were used as the electrolyte. The tubes were 10 mm in OD and

300 mm in height with one end closed. The tube was secured to

the meter head using a si l icone '0' ring. A metal l ic l iner was

used for protecting the tube from thermal shock. About 0.5 g of

potassium with potassium oxide was taken in the tube as the

reference electrode. Sodium/sodium oxide also was used in some



cells. The length of the sensor exposed to sodium and the height

of the reference electrode were optimised to get true EMF output.

SS wire was used as the lead material in order to eliminate any

thermo EMF since the pot containing sodium forms the other lead.

The lead was taken out through an alumina tube using 'Torr seal1.

The assembling of the electrodes and the meter was carraied out

in high pur i ty ine r t atmosphere glove boxes developed

specifically for handling sodium metal.

The meters were tested for their performance in a

bench-top sodium loop. The construction of the sodium loop is

given in f ig. 3. This loop was designed and constructed

specif ical ly for testing on-line meters for their long term

performance. The meter was mounted on top of the meter pot such

that the probe-end dipped into sodium. A permanent magnet/DC

pump was used for circulating sodium through the cold trap. The

sodium passes through the heat exchanger section before i t

reaches the meter pot. The temperatures of the meter pot and

cold trap were controlled within ±1 C using proportional

temperature controllers. The total sodium charge was about 400

grams. The cold trap was loaded with sodium oxide before

charging sodium. The EMF output of the ce l l at a fixed meter

temperature of 230 C or 240 C was measured for different cold

trap temperatures ranging from 145 C to 220 C. Keithley Model

616 electrometer having an input impedance of 4 x 10 -n. was used

for these measurements. The ce l l resistance was measured by

noting the EMF changes while passing minute currents through the

ce l l while operating the electro meter in the resistance mode.



The total cell resistance at these meter temperatures were found

to vary from 5 x 10°_n.to 5 x 10 -n.for different tubes.

The commercial CSZ tubes were qualified for their use

in a separate set of DC polarisation experiments. The technique

is similar to that used by Oberg et al. [11]. An electrochemical

eel 1 of the type

In, [O] d i s S i / CSZ / Air, Pt

was constructed with an indium column height of 5 cms. The cell

at a high temperature was equilibrated with a potential imposed

on i t using a potentiostat. PARC electrochemistry system Model

370 was used for these studies. The residual current IM due to

electronic conductivity was measured at each applied potential.

Then the potential was flipped to another value and the current

at zero time, lQf was measured and used for calculating the

resistance of the electrolyte for ionic conduction. A waveform

digi t izer was used for measuring IQ accurately. The 1^ was

measured at different voltages for a given temperature. The

electronic conductivity <3© at P02 = 0.21 atms calculated from the

slope of a plot of ]«,/ [1- exp(-EF/RT)] versus exp(EF/RT). From

g-ion and (7© thus obtained the LEDB was calculated as in ref. 11.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured LEDB data for CSZ tube procured from M/s.

Friedrichsfeld is shown in fig. 4. Also shown is the line

corresponding to oxygen pressures of sodium saturated with Na20.

Data on the free energy of formation of Na20 used in these

calculations are those reported by Fredrickson and Chasanov

[12]. This shows that commercial CSZ can function as a pure



ionic conductor in sodium at low temperatures, notwithstanding

the fact that LEDB data obtained by DC polarisation method are

normally lower than that obtained by other techniques.

The EMF values obtained from Cell I constructed using

Zircoa electrolyte with K, 1̂ 0 reference electrode are shown in

fig. 5. They are plotted against the inverse of cold trap

temperature. These values are obtained at a constant meter

temperature of 230 C. The slope for this plot is in good

agreement with that expected by theory. The data used in this

calculation are the free energy of formation of Na20 as measured

by Fredrickson and Chasanov, free energy of formation of K2O

given in JANAF tables and solubi l i ty data for oxygen in sodium

given by Eichelberger [13]. The constant difference in the

magnitude of EMF observed in fig. 5 can be attributed to the

asymmetry potential which wil l be discussed later . Figure 5

gives the data obtained for the ce l l IT constructed using

Friedrichsfeld tube with K, F̂ O electrode. This was operated at

240 C. The EMF values obtained are c l ' s e to theoretical ly,

expected values.

Potassium, potassium oxide slurry was chosen as the

reference electrode for the following reasons:

1. The metal is a liquid at operating temperatures with a high

oxygen solubi l i ty . So, the i n t e r f ac i a l impedance of th i s

electrode is expected to be low.

2. i t is quite reactive and can buffer the oxygen pressure in

the reference compartment well.
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3. The oxygen pressures generated by K2O are expected to be

above the LEDB of CSZ.

However, this electrode does have i ts drawbacks. Potassium

has a high vapour pressure and so it is likely to volatil ise and

deposit in cooler regions.

Sodium, sodium oxide s lu r ry was also used as a

reference electrode. The cell resistance was slightly higher in

these c e l l s . This is possibly due to the lower solubi l i ty of

oxygen in sodium. The higher values may also be due to the

higher electrode polarisation during the resistance measurement.

The sodium electrode has the advantage of lower volati l i ty and

low EMF output which wil l have less oxygen leakage if there is

any electronic conductivity. The experiments with Na, Na20 were

useful in measuring the asymmetric potential . The potential

observed when both the cold trap and meter temperatures were same

was taken as the asymmetric potential for the present meter

design.

The meters were found to have high and varying

asymmetric potential (as high as 60 mv). This is possibly due to

the high ce l l resistance and high Seebeck coefficient. The

sodium electrode itself has a temperature gradient owing to the

protective sheath along which sodium is in contact with the

electrolyte at different temperatures which lead to circulating

currents to flow [4]. Even though sufficient length of the tube

(4 cms) is exposed to sodium only half of this length inside is

expected to be at sodium temperature. This coupled with the high

electrolyte resistance gives rise to a high asymmetric EMF. The

11



magnitude of this EMF will vary from tube to tube depending on

the diameter, area of exposure to sodium and the height of the

reference electrode.

The slight curvature observed in the EMF versus 1/T

plot in figures 5 & 6 may be due to many reasons including that

due to the varying contributions of the different temperataure

areas of the sodium electrode [15]. Al.1 these make it necessary

to have calibration plots for individual meters. Another

important property of this meter is the speed of response to

change of oxygen activity. In solid electrolyte based oxygen

sensors in general, when the sensor faces an oxygen activity

change it is the surface which achieves the eguilibrium

immediately. The oxygen activity in the bulk reaches equilibrium

only slowly. If the electrolyte is a pure ionic conductor the

true EMF will be developed within a few seconds [9]. Thus the

high electrolyte resistance will not come in the way of fast

response. Vary fast EMF changes have been reported even at lower

temperatures than those of the present experiments when the

electrodes were liquid alkali metals [16]. The temperature

coefficients of these meters are expected to be different at

different oxygen concentrations. The observed temperature

coefficient is about 0.5 mv/ C which is what is observed in other

(solid electrolyte/liquid metal, metal oxide reference) meters.

The life times of the tubes have been found to be in

excess of one year if proper care is taken in their operation.

Most of the low-life failures could be traced to the cracks at

the argon-sodium interface, where the thermally generated stress

12



is high. Attack by sodium is negl ig ible as only s l igh t

discoloration has been observed on the exposed areas. With

improvements in the protective sheath l ife times have been

improved.

One area where improvements are possible is in the

specifications of the electrolyte. The Zirconia used in these

should be of nucleara grade, free from iron. Yellow coloured

tubes, probably having a high iron impurity, did not give

theoretically expected EMF outputs. Another possible change is

the selection of partially stabilized Zirconia which has a better

conductivity at lower temperatures and a higher fracture

toughness [17]. Long term evaluations with different

electrolytes for studying their drift and s tab i l i ty are under

way. Meter designs with larger exposed areas are also being

studied.

Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) which has a much

higher ionic conductivity is expected to give better performance

at low temperatures. The cell resistance is much lower in cells

constructed using YSZ. However, for reasons unknown, they have

failed to give theoretical slopes. This may be because of the

impurities associated with Yttria. Further efforts are under way

to locate suppliers of purer YSZ.

CONCLUSION

It is possible to use easily available and inexpensive

calcia stabilized zirconia electrolyte in oxygen meters for

sodium coolant by selecting potassium/potassium oxide or

sodium/sodium oxide as the reference electrode and operating

13



these meters at low tempertatures (230 to 250 C). They provide

meters of high enough life time for incorporation in sodium

circuits. The oxygen range of their effectiveness corresponding

to cold trap temperatures of 140 C at the low end and 230 C at

high end make it suitable for reactor use.
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